
Hama DIR3300SBT Digital
Radio, FM/DAB/DAB+/Internet
Radio/App/Bluetooth, black

248312

161,99 €

One hybrid radio - three receiving options: DAB+, Internet
radio and analogue radio. The coaxial speaker means
that lovers of sophisticated sound will be in their element:
the 2-way system with tweeter and woofer takes rich
sounds - from samba to rock - straight into the blood.

instead of 219,00 €

You save 57,01 €

Internet radio for worldwide reception
Thanks to internet radio reception, the whole world of radio music is open to you. Browse the free "Frontier Smart
Radio" portal for radio stations and choose from the huge range of favorites and maintain personal streams. Favorite
channel found? Then save them to one of the 20 local favorite memory locations and enjoy your favorite music without
long searches.

Digital and analog radio reception
Who doesn't know the eternal search for the perfect, noise-free FM frequency? With digital reception, this search is
now over: DAB + offers 1A sound without any interference. A large number of regional and nation-wide DAB stations
can be received at the push of a button. Is your favorite local channel not digital yet? Thanks to FM mode, you don't
have to do without it.

Spotify-Connect for even more music enjoyment
The DIR3300SBT is compatible with Spotify Connect and gives you access to over 30 million songs. You can search
through the extensive selection of songs, create your own playlists and have your favorite music available on any
device - even on the mini radio. In order to use Spotify-Connect, you need a Spotify Premium account.

Bluetooth streaming - play music from your smartphone or tablet
The selection of radio stations is huge, but nothing beats the specially created playlist. Thanks to Bluetooth, you can
quickly and easily stream these from your smartphone, tablet, notebook or PC to the radio and listen to them through
its stereo speakers. Simply pair the radio and device and enjoy your favorite music.

SRP 219,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Quick charge function
With the DIR3300SBT, you can recharge your smartphone batteries at lightning speed: the radio has a USB-A socket,
which you can use to charge your smartphone with a suitable charging cable. Fast Charge technology provides your
smartphone with a charging current of up to 2A.

Brightness sensor
You want to put the radio next to the bed, but bright light disturbs you when you fall asleep? A sensor is installed in the
radio that adjusts the intensity of the lighting to the current lighting conditions. This means that the display is always
easy to read, but never dazzles. If necessary, the sensor can also be deactivated and the brightness adjusted
manually.

Stereo speakers with fabric cover
Fabric-covered speakers give the clock radio a high-quality appearance and are very trendy. Especially in the living
area, textile elements create a cozy atmosphere - so the Hama digital radio becomes a design element and ensures
your personal HYGGE feeling.

Interchangeable antenna
The digital radio already has a b antenna. Do you live in an area where the nearest radio mast is far away, or do you
want to place the radio in a place where the DAB signal is weaker (e.g. in the middle of the room instead of on
windows / outside walls)? Then you have the option of replacing the supplied radio antenna with a special antenna and
thus optimizing reception - very simply via F connection.

What's in the Box

    •  1 "DIR3300SBT" digital radio
    •  1 power supply unit
    •  1 telescopic antenna (FM/DAB)
    •  1 remote control
    •  2 AAA Micro batteries
    •  1 quick-start guide (multi-lingual)

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 4007249542281

Manufacturer number: 54228

Product weight: 3.36 kilograms
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